The normal values of the radionuclide esophageal transit test and the influence of age and gender in healthy Chinese.
This study evaluates esophageal function in 55 healthy Chinese using a radionuclide esophageal transit test (RETT) of solid and liquid foods. A standard method modified from Klein et al. and Russell et al. was used to calculate: total mean transit time (MTT), residual fraction (RF), and retrograde index (RI) in the supine position. In Group 1, 30 cases accepted solid food RETT and in Group 2, 25 cases accepted liquid food RETT. Both groups were divided into different subgroups based on their ages: older and younger or according to their sex: male and female. The results show significant differences in MTT, RF and RI between the two groups, but no statistical differences were found in all of the parameters between the subgroups based on age or sex in both food types. In conclusion, the RETT is a simple and non-invasive method of evaluating the esophageal functions for both types of food and influences due to differences in age or sex were not significant in healthy Chinese.